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What We’ll Cover in This Session

§Practical ways to increase color consistency across 
technologies

§ Importance of gray balance
§Need for process control and follow-up



About Me

§ I have been in printing for 25 years, Color Management 
for 22 years

§ ‘Cut my teeth’ in Color Management in dye sublimation
§Have worked at IWCO Direct for 6+ years
§Am affectionately known as “The Dude”





A Little About IWCO Direct

§Ranked second largest direct mail print and production 
provider in U.S. and Canada
§ Largest continuous digital print platform in U.S.
§Capacity to mail more than 3 billion pieces annually 
§ Facilities in MN and PA; 1,800 employees

§ Idealliance G7® Colorspace Master Certification for 
Litho and Digital Print Operations 

§ Idealliance G7 Print Management Personnel 
Certification



I Like Storytelling

§ I love to read and write
§ Lyrics
§Short Stories
§ Theater

§ I am a big movie buff
§Movies are hard work that require a team



Most Great Movies Have a Star



The Wizard of Oz

§While not the first color movie, it revolutionized the way 
people saw and thought about movies

§ It was not originally a success
§CBS reintroduced the film to the public in 1956
§According to the Library of Congress, it is the most seen 

film in movie history
§To maximize the use of color, things were changed from the 

original story
§What audiences remembered was “The Scene”





What Does That Have 
to Do with Printing???

§All great movies have a Great Beginning, a Solid 
Middle, and an Ending that ties it all together

§Lots of different groups of people work on all of those 
areas to make the whole thing work

§A good printer needs great teams and partnerships 
working together throughout the entire process to create 
a Great Beginning, a Solid Middle, and an Ending that 
makes Color the star



Great Beginnings

§Great Beginnings are what grab people
§They set the stage for everything to come
§ In the same way, solid standards and education set the 

stage for everything that gets printed



Solid Standards

§All great movies have a genre and a tone
§Solid Press Standards give us the parameters we are 

working in
§ IWCO Direct Press Standards

§CRPC3 for Uncoated stocks (85% of our work)
§CRPC6 for Coated/Matte stocks



Solid Standards (continued)

§Those standards start from the beginning
§Provide those standards to clients
§Use those standards in our own Creative Services
§Have processes in place to handle things that veer off of 

those standards
§ Color Servers that can normalize color
§ Everyone in the process has been taught to follow the standards



Education

§ Education has to start at the beginning
§ Sales and Client Services need to have a basic understanding of 

why the standards are in place so they can communicate that to 
their clients

§ Education doesn’t stop at standards
§ Taking things that you learn at Color22 and disseminating them 

throughout your infrastructure
§ Illusion of Color
§ Brand Colors
§ Coated vs. Uncoated stocks

§ Educate Yourself



Solid Middle

§Many a movie with a Great Beginning and Ending have 
been tanked by a weak Middle

§The Middle isn’t always the most glamourous, but it is 
often the foundation that carries you through to the end

§For IWCO Direct, our Solid Middle is G7



G7

§G7 is an integral part of everything that we do 
§Our standards are built on G7
§Everything that we can calibrate to G7, we do
§Our process control monitors G7

§We don’t do G7 for a certificate; we do it because it works
§G7 is the best method we have found for printer consistency
§We get that printing consistency across all of our printing 

technologies



G7 and Digital

§At IWCO Direct, every digital device that can accept a G7 
curve gets a G7 calibration

§You understand that you can be certified for G7 just using 
color management, right?
§ There are additional benefits when you calibrate to G7

§Greater consistency between printers
§ We were able to reduce the average dE between printers of the 

same type from 1.4 dE to 0.4 dE
§All printers on the same stock are printing virtually 

identically



More Accurate Profiles?

§Understand not everyone agrees with this
§This is my case for it

§ 12 years G7 Expert
§ Have G7’ed and profiled dozens of different printing technologies 

and substrates
§ Profiles guess…a lot
§ Anything you can do to make your guessing more accurate 

makes your output profile more accurate
§ By neutralizing gray scales that tend to have a cast (Epson), you 

are making your guessing more precise





The Ending

§A great movie Ending will stay with 
you long after the movie is done

§ If you have followed the above, you 
should now have a good, consistent 
printed piece with great color
§ For the printer, it doesn’t stop there

§Process Control and Follow-up 
is essential to keeping the happy ending going



Process Control

§First take-away from my first Color09
§Operators are reading targets and monitoring the color 

output constantly throughout the day on every print 
technology

§Operators are trained to know what to look for throughout 
the process

§Litho operators take readings off of proofs and compare 
them to readings off the printed sheet, not relying entirely 
on their eyes



Follow-Up

§Client Services will often have “Post Mortems” after a 
job runs to see what went well and what didn’t

§ Information is communicated back to the client to assist 
in better designs going forward

§The circle of life continues





What to Do with What You’ve Learned

§Standards
§Standards are established at the beginning

§Education
§Education doesn’t just stop at the basics

§G7
§ Find ways to implement G7

§Process Control
§Follow-Up



Thank you for 
attending!
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